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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, calculus of variations in the large has been used to
w xstudy periodic solutions for N-body type problems 1]11, 13, 16, 17 .
w xMotivated by the paper of Coti Zelati 6 , we consider a class of
solutions of the following system of ordinary differential equations,
m x q = V t , x t , . . . , x t s 0, x t g Rk , .  .  . .Èi i x 1 N ii
i s 1, . . . , N , 1.1 .
where m ) 0, for all i, and V satisfies the following conditions:i
 .  .  .  .V 1 V t, x , . . . , x s 1r2  V t, x y x ,1 N iF i/ jF N i j i j
 .  .  .V 2 V t q Tr2, yx , . . . , yx s V t, x , . . . , x ,1 N 1 N
 . 2  k  4. .V 3 V g C R = R y 0 , R , for all 1 F i / j F N,i j
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 .  . < <V4 V t, j ª y` uniformly on t as j ª 0, for all 1 F i /i j
j F N,
 .  .  .  < < a .V5 V t, x , . . . , x F y br2  m m r x y x , b ) 0,1 N i/ j i j i j
 .  .  .  < < a .V6 V t, x , . . . , x G y ar2  m m r x y x , a ) b.1 N i/ j i j i j
w x  .   .  ..DEFINITION 1.1 3 . We will say that X t s x t , . . . , x t g1 N
1  k .N .  .H R, R is a generalized solution of 1.1 , if denoting by B the set
<w xB s t g 0, T x t s x t for some i / j .  . 4i j
we have that:
 .  .a mes B s 0;
 .  .   .  ..b X t s x t , . . . , x t solves1 N
 .   .  .. w xym x t s = V t, x t , . . . , x t , ; t g 0, T _ B;Èi i x 1 Ni
 . T   .  ..c yH V t, x t , . . . , x t dt - q`;0 1 N
 . < y1 <d Assume that there exists a constant C ) 0 such that V 9 ? V Ft
C uniformly in t, in a deleted neighborhood of the origin in Rk N. We then
 . N < < 2   .  ..require that 1r2  x q V t, x t , . . . , x t can be extended as aÇis1 i 1 N
w xcontinuous function on t g 0, T , i.e., energy is conserved through the
collision.
 .  .Further if B s B, then we call X t a noncollision solution of 1.1 .
 .   .  ..DEFINITION 1.2. We will say that a function X t s x t , . . . , x t1 N
2  k .N .  .g C R, R is a T-periodic simultaneous collision solution of 1.1 if
 .  .X t is a T periodic solution of 1.1 and there is a t* g R such that
 .  .x t* s ??? s x t* .1 N
The main result in this paper is the following theorem.
 .  .THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that V satisfies V 1 ] V6 and T is any positi¨ e
 . 2ya .r2qa .  .  .real number. If 2u a , b )C ?T , where u a , b s 1q2ra1 3 1
MR2 4p 2 ? T 2ya .r2qa .,)
 .2qa r2 Na b  m m .i/ j i j2qaR s , M s m ,) i6qa .r2 1qa 22 ? M ? 4p i-1
 .  .2r aq2 yar aq2a a
araq2. 2raq2.C s q C ? C ,3 1 2 /  /2 2
N a m mi j2 2C s 2p i m , C s ,  a1 i 2 < <2 i y jis1 i/j
 .Then 1.1 has, for e¨ery T ) 0, at least one T-periodic solution which is not
simultaneous collision solution.
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 2 .COROLLARY 1.4 Restricted N-body problem in R . In Theorem 1.3,
 1r2 .let m s A, m s ??? s m s « < 1, m s 1, and O A - N -1 2 Ny1 N
 .  .O A . Then for any T ) 0, 1.1 has at least one T-periodic solution which is
not a simultaneous collision solution.
Proof. Under the assumption of Corollary 1.4, we have that
M s O A , C s O A , C s O ANya .  .  .1 2
C s O A ? Ny2 a raq2. - O A2raq2. s 2u a , b . .  .  .3 1
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
Let us introduce the notations
NkV s x , . . . , x g R such that x / x , ; i / j .  . 51 N i j
s X t s x t , . . . , x t such that X g H 1 S1 , V .  .  .  . 4 .H 1 N
T
s X g H such that X t q s yX t . .H  5 /20
We define f and f : H ª R asd
N m T Ti 2< <f x , . . . , x s x d t y V t , x t , . . . , x t d t , .  .  . .Ç H H1 N i 1 N2 0 0is1
N m T Ti 2 d< <f x , . . . , x s x t d t y V t , x t , . . . , x t dt , .  .  .  . .Ç H Hd 1 N i 1 N2 0 0is1
where
1
d dV t , x , . . . , x s V x y x and .  .1 N i j i j2 i/j
< <w x .ddV x s V x y .  .i j i j 2< <x
` q q.  .  .and w g C R , R , w x s 0, ; x G d ; w x s 1, ; x - dr2.d d d
It is easy to see that the critical points of f on H are noncollision0
 .solutions of 1.1 .
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w x  .  .LEMMA 2.1 6 . Suppose that V satisfies V 1 ] V4 and T is any positi¨ e
 .real number. Then the system 1.1 has at least one generalized T-periodic
solution X s lim X , where X is the minimum ¨alue point of f in H .0 d ª 0 d d d 0
w x  .  .LEMMA 2.2 6 . Suppose that V satisfies V 1 ª V5 . Then
Inf f X such that X is a simultaneous collision G 2u a , b , 4 .  .1
where
2
2qa 2u a , b s 1 q MR v T , .1 1 /a
 .2qa r2
a b  m m .i/ j i j2qaR s ,1 6qa .r2 1qa 22 M v
N2p
v s , M s m . iT is1
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that V satisfies V 1 ] V4 and V6 . Then, denot-
ing by X one of the solutions found ¨ia Lemma 2.1, we ha¨e that0
f X F C ? T 2ya .r2qa . . .0 3
k < < < <  .Proof. Take j , h g R such that j s h s 1, j , h s 0, and define
x s Ri j cos v t q h sin v t , .i
where R is to be determined. Then
N Nm Ti 2 2 2 y1 2< <x9 t d t s 2p i m T R , . H i i /2 0is1 is1
2 2 2< < < < < < < < < <x y x G x t q x t y 2 x t ? x t .  .  .  .i j i j i j
22 2 2 2 2s R i q R j y 2 R ij s R i y j , .
a m mi j yayV t , x , . . . , x F ? R . .  a1 n  /< <2 i y ji/j
We deduce that, ;R ) 0,
y1 2 yaf x , . . . , x F C T R q C TR s h R , . .1 N 1 2
where
N a m mi j2 2C s 2p i m , C s .  a1 i 2  /< <2 i y jis1 i/j
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 .1raq2. 2raq2.  .When R s a C r2C ? T we have h9 R s 0 and0 2 1 0
 .  .h0 R ) 0. Hence h R has a unique minimum value:0
 .  .2r aq2 yar aq2a a
araq2. 2raq2. 2ya .r2qa .h R s q C ? C ? T .0 1 2 /  /2 2
s C ? T 2ya .r2qa . .3
When we choose a positive number R as R , then0
2ya .r2qa .f x , . . . , x F h R s C ? T . . .1 N 0 3
 .Now, let X s lim X be the generalized solution of Eq. 1.1 ,0 d ª 0 d
where X satisfiesd
f X s min f X such that X g . .  . Hd d d 5
0
Then we have that
f X F f X . .  .d d d
Since V ' V outside a d-neighborhood of the singularity set, we haved
that
f X F f X s f X . .  .  .d d d
So it follows from the lower semi-continuity of f that
f X F lim f X F lim f X F f X .  .  .  .0 d d d
dª0 dª0
and the lemma follows.
Now Theorem 1.3 can be proved by Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3.
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